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CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD 2018

CRITERIA FOR THE AWARD
The Jury is looking especially for the creative use of exhibitions and programmes with an
innovative interpretative approach, which should be meaningful to the relevant age-group.
The Jury will expect proof and examples of your innovative approach, open-ended learning
programme, excellence that can be acknowledged by children, and aesthetic qualities.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD

•

Permanent space designed for children up to the age of 14 years

•

Age-appropriate exhibitions and/or programmes based on the cognitive, social
and emotional development of children

•

Permanent staff/ management

•

Dedicated budget

•

Interactive learning experiences and exhibit strategies engaging as many
senses as possible

•

Specialist provision for children within the museum sector internationally
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INTRODUCTION
The Children’s Museum Award was established in 2011 by the European Museum Academy
and Hands On! International for the recognition of excellence in the specific sector of
international children’s museums. In 2014 the name of the Award was changed to the
Children in Museums Award, to reflect the wider range of provision for children in today’s
museums. Applications are welcomed from children’s museums and from education,
children and youth departments in museums and science centres, both long-established and
recently opened.
The European Museum Academy (EMA) is a non-profit Foundation established to reflect
museums at the international level, to promote research on museography and museology as
a high cultural activity, to provide constructive criticism and promote discussion on new
exhibitions and museums, and to diffuse museological knowledge and ideas among
members of the profession. It aims to promote the conception and development of new as
well as of traditional museums as tools of social change. EMA co-operates with Hands On!
International Association of Children in Museums for this Award. EMA members of the
Judging Panel of the Award are also active members of the Academy in a number of roles.
www.europeanmuseumacademy.eu
Hands On! International Association of Children in Museums (HO!I), is an international
professional organisation representing and advocating for its non-profit member institutions.
It actively stimulates the creation and development of children’s museums (including science
centres and large collections-based institutions serving young visitors) and more space for
cultural and educational activities for children and young people. HO!I supports the important
role of children’s museums as centres where play inspires creativity, informal and lifelong
learning. www.hands-on-international.net.
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THE JUDGES’ REPORT

This is the seventh year of the Award, and the organisers have again welcomed entries from
outside Europe, as well as candidates within the continent. The entries for 2018 were of an
extremely high quality and a real testament to the growing maturity of a relatively new field
for the museum profession. Each candidate was introduced by the specialist judges, one
from each of the organisations, who had visited and prepared reports, after which each entry
was considered fully and very carefully by the jury. Naturally the judges operate with both
strict confidentiality and ethical standards, and if anyone has any kind of conflict of interest at
any point, they leave the room for the duration of the part of the discussion in question.
The panel of judges considered carefully all the material submitted by the candidates, paying
special attention to the ways in which a candidate is likely to change the course of museum
thinking or museum practice, nationally and internationally, with imaginative interpretation
and presentation being marked highly. From 35 applications from around the world the
judges reached a varied shortlist of museums from six countries. All are museums of the
highest quality and show no compromises in subjects and approaches which are interesting
for children, all stretch their imagination and range of interests. They tackle subjects from
the environment, energy, science and innovation, to democracy and human rights, puppetry,
LEGO and film. Museums are increasingly consulting children on their programmes and
others create many playful and meaningful activities for adults and children to share. New
standards have been set this year for what museums working with children can achieve, and
what children can aspire to under guidance, learning in a playful and interactive way.
After an intensive period of exchange of views and a programme of visits, a final shortlist of
twelve museums was announced:
Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament House, Manuka (ACT), Australia
Museums Victoria – Scienceworks, Melbourne, Australia
LEGO House, Billund, Denmark
Young Museum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
MUSE, Science Museum of Trento, Italy
EYE Film Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Children’s Book Museum, The Hague, The Netherlands
Railway Museum, Utrecht, The Netherlands
Keppel Centre for Art Education, National Gallery Singapore
Museum of Puppetry, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Museum of Communication, Bern, Switzerland
Winnie-the-Pooh Exhibition and Family Learning programme, Victoria & Albert
Museum, London, UK
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MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIAN DEMOCRACY AT OLD PARLIAMENT HOUSE, MANUKA
The museum is housed in what was Australia’s first federal Parliament House, which
provides a unique space to connect and empower individuals and communities, encouraging
participation and civic engagement. The permanent children’s five-gallery exhibition, PlayUP,
targets 0-7 year-olds and is built around the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC). Children have the right to say what they think should happen when adults are
making decisions that affect them and have their opinions taken into account (simplified by
UNICEF). Every 12-14 months one of the spaces is renewed and filled with a new subject,
with artists and the reactions of visitors playing an important role. The museum follows
International Days as publicised by the United Nations. Daily programmes change
accordingly, and children are encouraged to make crafts related to the theme of the day.
Their opinions are sought and every three or four days they can vote on a particular
statement, by throwing a ball into one of three boxes (‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘cannot make my
choice’). All activities and exhibitions in the museum have a participatory ‘call to action’
where visitors are asked to engage with the experience, ranging from post-it notes asking
what they collect, to a large-scale collaboration for all ages. Exhibition elements include a
kindness café, voting wall, protest wall, listening pods, a reading corner and an AUSLAN
(Australian sign language) screen.
The judges said that the dedicated members of staff are highly committed to learning from
the opinions of visitors, making daily reports on their reactions and comments, which are
distributed to all the staff. Extremely well documented preparation for each day is combined
with stimulating design. It was noted that there was strong cooperation between the children
and their relatives, with many returning often to the museum.

Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament House (MoAD)
(Director: Daryl Karp)
PO Box 3934
Manuka
ACT 2603
Australia
www.moadoph.gov.au
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MUSEUMS VICTORIA – SCIENCEWORKS, MELBOURNE
Scienceworks opened in 1992 and is situated next to a 19th-century pumping station beside
the river Yarra – a modern building in an old industrial area. This once separate museum is
now part of a cluster of three museums under one directorate: the Immigration Museum,
Melbourne Museum and Scienceworks., funded by the Victorian State Government. The
Scienceworks renewal project began in 2015 with the mission to expand and extend the
audience base at both ends of the child range – under-fives and young teens. Two recently
opened exhibitions are Ground Up: Building Big Ideas Together, for visitors aged 0-5, and
Beyond Perception: Seeing the Unseen. Ground Up aims to immerse young children in an
imaginative world of sensory discovery and construction play in a quiet and comforting
atmosphere that will ignite their lifelong engagement with science, technology, engineering
and maths (STEM). The other STEM focussed exhibition for teenagers concentrates on
themes illustrating the wonder, awe and complexity of science today. The exhibitions have
been developed with the help of a range of external advisors and partners.
The judges said that in Ground Up the design and choice of colours is important, and
children are given the chance to show their initiative. Beyond Perception was developed and
guided by groups of students, the so-called Jboard. The result is an exhibition which is
challenging in many ways and often astonishing, with no concessions made towards
content. Praise was given for the strong commitment from the museum, the Victorian State
Government, universities and private institutions to improve scientific and technical
knowledge in Australia at a time of strong competition with countries in Southeast Asia. The
team responsible for both exhibitions deserves compliments for not avoiding difficult
problems in science and technology.

Museums Victoria
(CEO: Lynley Marshall)
GPO Box 666
Melbourne 3001
Australia
www.museumsvictoria.com.au/scienceworks/whats-on/around-up-building-big-ideas-together/
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LEGO HOUSE, BILLUND
The LEGO House, a new purpose-built building of 12,000 m², opened after seven years of
planning and research of learning theories and child psychology. The planning was
supported by the LEGO Foundation (a core team of 30-40 people responsible for
researching how to facilitate serious learning). The mission of the museum is defined as
being to inspire and enable children to think creatively, reason systematically and release
their potential to develop their own future, with its endless possibilities. Four brightly coloured
experience zones have been created, each offering a different focus on play, creativity and
learning. The colours represent creativity, cognitive ability, emotions and social play. Eleven
hands-on experiences have been developed that adhere to the LEGO innovation mantra,
‘obviously LEGO … never seen before’, and so feature familiar LEGO brick play combined
with new and value adding layers of narrative, technology and facilitation. As visitors move
through the zones, a customised RFID wristband allows them to interact with digital
touchpoints that will assist them in capturing their creations and memories. A supporting app
allows visitors to prepare for their visit, to relive their experiences and share them with
friends and family. Effort have been made to separate children from their mobile phones
during the visit, by not providing benches separate from the activity areas. Facilities include
a shop, restaurants and an outdoor playground.
The judges praised the innovation and dedication to creative play, the attention paid to
families as an audience, and to intergenerational learning. Children are very focused and
concentrated on their tasks, with no time limits imposed on them. There is a well-defined
evaluation system, with a strong commitment to continuous improvement. LEGO’s
development of tools to access learning can be used by other learning organisations.

LEGO House
(Director: Jesper Vilstrup)
Ole Kirks Plads 1
DK-7190 Billund
Denmark
www.legohouse.com
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YOUNG MUSEUM, FRANKFURT AM MAIN
Founded in 1972 as a branch of the Historical Museum, the Young Museum has now moved
into a new building joined to the Historical Museum by an underground concourse, allowing
visitors to move from the children’s museum to the traditional museum, where younger
visitors are encouraged to explore the collections with their parents. The aim of the museum
is to confront the present in which the visitor is now with a past situation, represented by
historical artefacts. All the exhibitions are created especially for a young but otherwise
heterogeneous audience, combining original objects from the Historical Museum and from
the Young Museum with hands-on interactive displays. The Young Museum on Tour is a
mobile unit which takes the museum to children in outlying parts of the city, giving them a
chance to explore new things and to discover and develop their own creative potential.
Family Trails lead through all the permanent exhibitions, with an array of hands-on stations
for families installed next to or in close proximity to the original exhibits or object groups. The
museum has become a model for museum education departments in Frankfurt and across
Germany and conducts partnerships with the child anti-poverty programme Social City, as
well as working for over 10 years with unaccompanied refugee minors.
The judges said that a special feature is the museum’s use of original objects and its close
collaboration with the Historical Museum, including the exchange of expertise. Praise was
given for the children’s museum use of workshops and an educational/didactic collection
representing everyday culture; a collectors’ gallery with learning stations to engage children;
and combining a traditional city museum with a family trail and children’s stations, providing
an enjoyable learning experience for the whole family. The museum has succeeded in
engaging children of a variety of ages in a museum conceived for a general audience.

Junges Museum Frankfurt
(Director: Susanne Gesser)
Saalhof 1
D-60311 Frankfurt
Germany
www.junges-museum-frankfurt.de
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MUSE, SCIENCE MUSEUM OF TRENTO
The transparent MUSE building designed by Renzo Piano is an important element of the
mission of the museum, ‘which is to interpret Nature, starting from the researches of
mountain landscape done with scientific tools and through scientific decoding with the aim of
interpreting current challenges and to invite people to nurture curiosity and the joy of
discovery, to value the benefits of science, innovation and sustainability’. Hands-on exhibits
and digital interactions allow visitors of all ages to enjoy the content of the museum. The
Discovery Room encourages children aged 5-10 to play in an Alpine indoor gallery for
appreciating mountain biodiversity. Maxi-Ooh! opened in 2014 and is specially for children
aged 0-5 (‘Babults’) with their parents. The space has three huge illuminated spheres, each
addressing specific senses/needs. The inner touchless system for full body interaction
allows visitors to dive into a multi-sensorial experience, where sounds become coloured
balls, depending on pitch and amplitude, while body movements are transferred into images
growing or moving on walls. The Maxi Ooh! programmes include tasting sessions,
storytelling, sensorial games, educational meetings for parents, nurses and teachers where
babies are welcomed, and tailored gym activities for pregnant women. A technological childfriendly toilet is available and Baby Pit-Stop areas are dedicated to breastfeeding.
The judges commented that the well-documented exhibition and the aesthetic and functional
design ensure an organic experience of the inner and outer world. Maxi-Ooh! is a unique
experience for babies, toddlers and their parents, designed to make children aware of their
senses and stimulate their curiosity, while realising the public’s wish to accommodate very
young children. Special praise is given to the dedicated staff members, who are both
passionate and professional.

MUSE – Museo delle Scienze
(Director: Michele Lanzinger)
Corso del Lavoro e della Scienza 3
I-38122 Trento
Italy
www.muse.it
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EYE FILM MUSEUM, AMSTERDAM
This is the museum for film in the Netherlands, located in a state-of-the-art building on
Amsterdam’s IJ harbour, just behind the Central Station. It also acts as a national archive of
more than 40,000 films of all genres and as an exhibition and workshop space, with its main
focus on artistic films and film-related material. EYE embraces and explores new
technologies and new forms of filmmaking and presentation. Especially for children and
youngsters EYE looks for innovative ways to present the richness of cinema, because this
young audience is very open to new forms of presentation. EYE Explore is an example of
how it connects with the past, present and future of cinema in a playful and attractive way,
by making pre-cinema devices available to a young audience, showing early images by
means of a phenakistoscope, praxinoscope and thaumatrope. There is also the VR Film set
experience, to be watched in the museum or on a smartphone, using the free EYE VR-app,
transporting children to a film set to learn about current filmmaking practice. Film education
is one of EYE’s key focuses, by stimulating passion for and knowledge of film by learning to
understand and use the medium. With teens (12-17) and students (15-27) EYE is attracting
new audiences and longer processes of engagement.
The judges noted that the museum takes up the challenge to engage young visitors. Great
efforts have been made to include several interactive tools to explain the functionality of the
old devices. EYE Explore has been adjusted to the explorative attitude of children. Taking
this curiosity and urge to move into account the decision was taken to spread parts of the
exhibition throughout the building, stimulating discovery and exploration of the subject. This
is one of the rare places where children and teens can make films themselves, testing
themselves as actors and producers, which makes them a lively part of the exhibition.

EYE Filmmuseum
(Director: Sandra den Hamer)
IJpromenade 1
1031 KT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
www.eyefilm.nl/en/eye-explore
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CHILDREN’S BOOK MUSEUM, THE HAGUE
The museum is part of the Dutch Literature Museum and the Literature Archive Foundation
the central Foundation where literary archives and the legacies of Dutch authors and
illustrators are collected, preserved, accessed and exhibited. Education is the main focus of
the museum and all exhibits and other activities have a large educational component. In its
many exhibitions as well as in the learning programmes children experience the power of
stories and learn to make connections to their own lives and the world around them. Stories
are the stepping stones to new worlds and the museum aims to provide children with the
tools to express themselves by listening to stories, reading, imagining and writing. Museum
lessons also contribute to learning and developing language, especially important for those
with language deficiencies or difficulties. The museum is part of the Leescoalitie, a national
partnership that aims to get as many people as possible to read. A separate play and
learning floor for babies, toddlers and young children has been established in recent years.
Well-known books teach children the alphabet in a playful way and they learn about big
emotions. In another exhibition designed for children over seven, they engage with the
greedy ink-Gobbler, a threat against the literary land of plenty. Temporary exhibitions include
theatrical performances and workshops, as well as an annual Parade of Children’s Books.
The judges said that the children were very engaged with their activities and in the early
years section there were opportunities for both gross and fine motor skill development,
tactile experiences. The entry walk through the Literature Museum is filled with art from the
collection and is well presented and visually interesting for children as well as adults. This is
a book museum targeted specifically towards children, with a very clear vision of what is
needed to deliver to its target audiences and achieves this successfully.

Kinderboekenmuseum
(Director: Aad Meinderts)
PO Box 90515
2509 LM Den Haag
The Netherlands
www.kinderboekenmuseum.nl
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RAILWAY MUSEUM, UTRECHT
The vision statement of the museum is to provide an entertaining journey through the history
of railways via storytelling, keeping in mind the key values of inspiration, commitment and
innovation. The concept of ‘education through entertainment’ is followed by stories about
how trains work and how did the railways change everyday life. In 2003 the museum
relinquished the concept of a classical museum with display cabinets and text signs and
opted for actively telling real stories about Dutch railway history. The key audiences are
children aged 4-12 with their parents and grandparents. All the human senses are
stimulated: in addition to vision and hearing, smell, feeling and even taste are addressed, in
a very subtle manner. Techlab is set up as a technical high school, where visitors learn how
a train works. The practical room has five tables providing information on five themes in
relation to train techniques. Experiments focus on aspects of the working of a train. The
museum has a kids’ club, Rail Rookies, with about 1,300 members aged from one to 13. The
focus group has an average age of nine and comes together twice a year to advise the
museum about different aspects of the exhibitions.
The judges said the museum is a vey good family day out experience which is fun for both
adults and children. It is not a typical railway museum and its ‘edutainment’ approach makes
it stand out from the crowd. With visitor numbers on the rise it is clearly doing a good job of
being relevant to its target audience of families. The recently introduced structured
programme for schools, with an examination at the end which focuses on how trains work
seems to be doing well, attracting both school groups and families. Particularly mentioned
was the Trial by Fire, a virtual rollercoaster ride on a heart-stopping train ride through history
and landscapes around the world.

Spoorwegmuseum
(Director: Nicole Kuppens)
Maliebaanstation 16
3581 XW Utrecht
The Netherlands
www.spoorwegmuseum.nl
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KEPPEL CENTRE FOR ART EDUCATION, NATIONAL GALLERY SINGAPORE
The National Gallery Singapore aims to be ‘a leading visual arts institution that inspires and
engages our people and our neighbours, creating a dialogue between the art of Singapore,
Southeast Asia and the world’. It works closely with the Keppel Centre for Art Education to
achieve this aim. In 2017-18 the Project Gallery introduced visitors to concepts of the river,
by means of textiles and sounds inspired by a selection of artworks exhibited in the
permanent galleries. Visitors are told about the relationship of light and reflection and
experience a variety of textures and fabrics by hugging and touching hand-crafted soft
sculptures. They attempt risk-taking by climbing into giant rock-like structures and listen and
respond to the sound of waves through visitors’ body movements. Interactive storytelling
sessions and classical music concerts for children from six months old to nine add to the
multidisciplinary experience. Learning studios introduce basic art-making techniques and
processes by means of self-guided exploration. In the 2017-18 period children were
introduced to ceramics through handling objects and a digital game. A workshop
concentrates on printmaking, providing printing blocks, ink and paper, and visitors can
choose to display their works on the spot.
The judges praised the dedication of the museum staff and their enthusiasm for bringing art
to their target groups, and especially to younger children. The introduction of local artists
who collaborate closely with the education team has resulted in the production of exhibitions
which are well designed, multisensory and fun for the children. The exhibitions are
constantly inspired by the collections of the museum and encourage families to visit the
National Gallery as well as the Keppel Centre. Free entrance means that children are drawn
into a world of imagination and art at their own level and at their own pace.

Keppel Centre for Art Education, National Gallery Singapore
(CEO of National Gallery Singapore: Ms CHONG Siak Ching)
1 St Andrew’s Road #01-01
Singapore 178957
www.nationalgallery.sg/learn/keppel-centre-for-art-education
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MUSEUM OF COMMUNICATION, BERN
This museum aims to play an active role in designing the present, and with its exhibitions
and activities it is making a statement on the social and cultural effects of communication
and its technologies. It is especially geared to children and school groups, wanting to arouse
their enthusiasm for omnipresent communication, and does this by asking questions, telling
stories and involving visitors in dialogue. The core exhibition opened in 2017, with the
concept based on Experience, Entertainment and Education. Trained communicators are
always present as hosts, replacing old-fashioned guards and bringing a personal dialogue
into the room, while meeting the different needs of visitors independent of their age. Every
exhibition zone starts with an animated film and continues with interactive exhibits, games,
videos, hand-on activities and the involvement of the communicators. The tour for children
with the mascot Ratatösk allows children from 4-8 years of age to explore the subject of
communication. Integrated into the exhibition are 12 specially designed stations where they
make discoveries on their own. At the development stage of the core exhibition, evaluations
were carried out with test groups of children, school groups and adults. The daily interaction
between visitors and communicators means the contents can be amended to meet changing
demands. A budget item is reserved annually for this dynamic curation of the exhibition.
The judges said that this museum is a very special place, a museum with objects but with
new visions about how we can focus on audiences by promoting analogue communication.
The choices that are made are visible in all the different levels of the museum. The dynamic
curation means that changes can be implemented weekly. The trained communications are
very flexible and can adapt to the special interests of school groups and individual families,
which makes the museum a trendsetter in communication on the museum floor.

Museum of Communication
(Director: Jacqueline Strauss)
Helvetiastrasse 16
CH-3000 Bern 6
Switzerland
www.mfk.ch
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VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM, LONDON – WINNIE-THE-POOH EXHIBITION AND
FAMILY LEARNING PROGRAMME
This temporary exhibition was developed to appeal to a broad audience spectrum, from
families with children of any age, and adults visiting independently. Through the interactive
exhibition design the aim was to immerse audiences in the original E. H. Shepherd
illustrations and language from the books by A. A. Milne, and to provide an inspiring and
creative experience for all ages. The exhibition aimed to encourage younger visitors to feel
empowered to lead and take ownership of their visitor experience through the provision of
progressive interpretation and programming. Although this approach is common in children’s
museums it is a ground-breaking first for V&A exhibitions. For many years the Family Art
Fun programme has been working towards attracting and inspiring different types of visitors,
with programmes including immersive play and digital activities, including family-led tours,
and interactive family trails. This is the first exhibition with children as one of its core
audiences, and it has changed the perception of the museum. Within a three-dimensional
immersive artwork, visitors can interact and imagine themselves as the characters. They can
sit inside trees to hear video clips and climb inside an upturned umbrella for a story read by
schoolchildren. At weekends there were drop-in performances, design and construction
activities, an under-five area and ten picture bookmaking workshops.
The judges said that in many ways this was a brilliant exhibition showing off the books,
drawings, illustrations and toys from the collections and celebrating a much-loved book, in a
very experimental and creative fashion. It was well displayed, well-spaced out and full of
innovations in ways to attract different age groups. As a multi-sensory experience for a
multi-age group audience it was very successful and attracted large numbers of visitors.

Victoria and Albert Museum
(Director: Tristram Hunt)
South Kensington London SW7 2RL, U.K. www.vam.ac.uk
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THE 2018 CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD SPECIAL COMMENDATION
THE MUSEUM OF PUPPETRY, LJUBLJANA
The museum is a joint project of the Ljubljana Puppet Theatre and Ljubljana Castle,
supported by the Municipality of Ljubljana. It is housed in a recently restored part of the
castle. One of the primary objectives was to create the conditions for the proper care and
long-term preservation of major pieces from almost 300 puppet shows. The permanent
exhibition, entitled ‘Images of Slovenian Puppetry Art, 1910-1990’, houses a vast collection
of material artefacts including artistic and technical designs for puppet shows, puppets and
scenic elements, as well as stages and written documents. The museum also screens
television puppet shows, runs workshops, presents interactive puppet stages and actively
engages in developing the field of puppetry conservation and restoration know-how. In its
educational programme the museum encourages different target groups, ranging from the
ages of four to 13, to explore, listen and discuss the displays in a playful way, to remember
the puppet plays that left an impression on them, and to experiment with their own puppet
shows. There is a special focus on programmes for children and families, with guided tours
accompanied by interactive workshops to learn the techniques of puppetry and to try out
puppetry skills. There are thematic stations and three interactive wooden stages – for string,
hand and shadow puppets, all accompanied by experiential content on interactive screens.
The judges said that this multi-layered exhibition succeeds in immersing visitors with
different backgrounds in puppet theatre and its techniques. The museum is commended for
its strong commitment to make a collection of national relevance accessible to young visitors
by encompassing both a multi-layered presentation, which shows the collection's richness,
the urgency of preservation as well as its great potential for learning and new ideas in using
a collection for cultural learning by providing free-choice, multisensory and extraordinary
hands-on experiences targeted at different age-spans.

Lutkovnimuzej
(Director: Uroš Korenčan) Grajska planota 1, 1000 Ljubljana Slovenia, www.lutkovnimuzej.si
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THE 2018 CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD WINNER
KEPPEL CENTRE FOR ART EDUCATION, NATIONAL GALLERY SINGAPORE
The Keppel Centre’s vision is to nurture future generations of art lovers and critical thinkers
by providing creative dynamic learning spaces and programmes for children to learn about
and enjoy art. It operates as part of the National Gallery Singapore. Exhibitions in the Centre
are inspired by a selection of artworks exhibited in the permanent galleries. The three target
groups are families, students and adults, with a joint mission to cultivate a love for art.
Families provide inter-generational experiences, while for students the development of a
critical mind is central to empowering their diverse viewpoints. For adults, gaining new
knowledge helps to support their personal and intellectual growth. The Centre conducts
weekly surveys asking for feedback in four key areas regarding the vibrancy of art spaces:
creativity and artistry, learning value, interactive value, and safety.
The judges noted the strong connection between the Centre and the Gallery, with the
explanation of what art conservation is and how it is carried out by curators displayed at the
Centre’s entrance. The involvement of local artists who are inspired by the museum
collections, in collaboration with the dedicated education team, has led to the production of
excellent, well designed exhibitions for younger visitors, with the multisensory room, The
Blue Who Swims All This Way being particularly praiseworthy. Another example is
Cityscapes, created in cooperation with the artist Tang Ling Nah who was inspired by her
own youth in which children played outside rather than in today’s skyscraper environment.
The exhibition room with its dark corners, drainpipes and cellars offers many opportunities
for creative play in its simple design. With its free admission and mantra ‘Children first,
parents second!’ the Keppel Centre is an excellent example of a dynamic 21st century
education centre within an art gallery, introducing children to art at an early age while
acknowledging the importance of lifelong learning.
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THE TROPHY

The trophy is a bronze statue of Miffy, the world-famous children’s character, which was
created by Dick Bruna (1927-2017).
The sculptor is Marc Bruna, Dick Bruna’s son. This (only existing) statue is a scale model of
the original statue that is in Utrecht, the home town of Dick Bruna in The Netherlands. The
statue was donated to the city by the Soroptimist Club of Utrecht in the 1990s.
2015 was Miffy’s 60th anniversary and yet she still appeals to children all over the world – the
Miffy books are now translated in more than 50 languages. As a character, Miffy embodies
the principles of creativity, fantasy, openness (she looks at you), positivity, freedom of
thinking and child friendliness. Her profile as the familiar, friendly character that children
worldwide recognise and love was underlined in 2004 when New York City chose Miffy as
their Family Tourist Ambassador in a bid to attract tourists’ families back to the city, post
9/11.
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APPENDIX ONE: LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE 2018 AWARD

Australia

Manuka (ACT): Museum of Australian Democracy at Old
Parliament House
www.moadoph.gov.au
Melbourne: Museums Victoria – Scienceworks
www.museums.victoria.com.au/scienceworks

Austria

Klagenfurt am Wörthersee: wissens.wert.welt
www.wissenswertwelt.at

Belgium

Bruges: Historium
www.historium.be

Canada

Ottawa: Canada Science and Technology Museum
www.ingeniumcanada.org

Croatia

Krapina: Krapina Neanderthal Museum
www.mkn.mhz.hr
Split: Muzej Ivana Meštrovića –Galerija Meštrović
www.mestrovic.hr

Czech Republic

Lidice: International Children’s Exhibition of Fine Arts
www.lidice-memorial.cz
Uhersky Brod: John Amos Comenius Museum
www.mjakub.cz

Denmark

Billund: LEGO House
www.legohouse.com
Copenhagen: Museum of Copenhagen
www.copenhagen.dk
Odense: Histotoriet, Odense City Museum
http://museum.odense.dk/moentergaarden

Germany

Berlin: Labyrinth Kindermuseum
www.labyrinth-kindermuseum.de
Frankfurt am Main: Junges Museum
www.junges-museum-frankfurt.de

Hungary

Szentendre: Hungarian Open-Air Museum
www.skanzen.hu

Ireland

Ballina: Jackie Clarke Collection
www.clarkecollection.ie
Limerick: Hunt Museum
www.huntmuseum.com
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Italy

Milan: MUBA – Museo dei Bambini Milano
www.muba.it
Trento: MUSE, Science Museum of Trento
www.muse.it

The Netherlands

Alphen aan den Rijn: Archeon
www.archeon.nl
Amsterdam: EYE Filmmuseum
www.eyefilm.nl/en/eye-explore
Arnhem: Netherlands Open Air Museum
www.openluchtmuseum.nl
The Hague: Children’s Book Museum
www.kinderboekenmuseum.nl
Utrecht: Dutch Railway Museum
www.spoorwegmuseum.nl

Portugal

Sintra: Museu Arqueológico de São Miguel de Odrinhas
www.museuarqueologicodeodrinhas@cm-sintra.pt

Russia

Krasnoyarsk: Regional Museum of Local Lore
www.kkkm.ru
Moscow: Museum of Russian Impressionism
www.rusimp.org

Singapore

Singapore: National Gallery, Keppel Centre for Art Education
www.nationalgallery.sg

Slovenia

Ljubljana: Museum of Puppetry
www.lutkovnimuzej.si

Spain

Valencia: Consorti de Museus de la Comunitat Valenciana
www.consorcimuseus.gva.es

Switzerland

Bern: Museum of Communication
www.mfk.ch

Turkey

Istanbul: Istanbul Museum of Modern Art
www.istanbulmodern.org/en
Istanbul: santaralistanbul Energy Museum
www.cocukistanbul.org
Izmir: Karsiyaka Evrensel Cocuk Müzesi
www.karsiyakacocukmuzesi.com

United Kingdom

London: Victoria & Albert Museum – Winnie-the-Pooh Exhibition
www.vam.ac.uk
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APPENDIX TWO: THE PANEL OF JUDGES

Claudia Haas trained as an art historian and archaeologist and in the early
1990s she worked on the development of ZOOM Kindermuseum, a children's museum in the
Museums Quarter of Vienna, developing the institution from a temporary exhibition space to
an organization with a staff of 70 employees, welcoming 120,000 visitors per year and
defining the mission, content and programme of the museum. She is now a member of the
museum’s Board. Since 2003 she has been working as a museum consultant specializing in
planning visitor-friendly museums to attract culturally diverse audiences. Claudia Haas also
works as a consultant for museum education for UNESCO, as well as teaching and holding
seminars at international museum conferences. [HO!I]

Arno van Berge Henegouwen. After his biology studies at Leiden
University Arno’s first job was director and curator of the Natural History Museum in Tilburg.
Later he became head of the Natural History Department of the educational museum of The
Hague, Museon. Since 1990 he has written plans for several exhibitions, museums and
visitor centres in Holland and Germany. Museonder, the first underground museum in the
world developed for the National Park De Hoge Veluwe, was one of the highlights. It was
followed by a new visitor centre in the same National Park. He initiated international
exhibitions in The Hague such as the Wildlife Photographer of the Year. From 2001 he
completed the new permanent exhibition in the Museon, Your World, My World which
opened in 2006. As an author he has written several popular science books and children’s
books on topics including marine biology, evolution and biodiversity. As a scientist he has
published on aquatic insects and dung beetles. In his spare time he is an ardent nature
photographer. He retired from his work in 2013 and is now a museum consultant. [EMA]

Gregor Isenbort studied economic and social history and philosophy in Bonn
(Germany) and Perugia (Italy). 1998-2002 were spent at the House of History of the Federal
Republic of Germany in Bonn, before moving to the Rhineland Industrial Museum (200321

2004). From 2004 to 2007 he worked at the Rhineland State Museum in Bonn, before
winning a DAAD scholarship in Bogota, Columbia (2005-2006). In 2007 he became Head of
Public Relations and Temporary Exhibitions at the Museum for Communication in Berlin,
where he stayed until 2013. He is currently Director of the DASA Working World Exhibition in
Dortmund. [EMA]

Petra Katzenstein started her career as a drama psychotherapist, working
in hospitals and schools for children with special needs. Over 30 years ago she started as a
tour guide at the Jewish Historical Museum in Amsterdam and was the initiator of the Prince
Bernhard Cultural Foundation’s award-winning Children’s Museum at the JHM. She worked
on the development of the I ASK method, training and handbook, which helps museum staff
to encourage visitors to open up to unfamiliar things. She is Vice-President of Hands On!
and co-organised with the Rijksmuseum the 2015 Conference in Amsterdam. [HOI!]

Lidija Nikočević is an anthropologist with a career in safeguarding heritage
and museums for many years. Since 1997 she has been the Director of the Ethnographic
Museum of Istria, Croatia. Communication in museums is one of her main interests and so
she has specially interested in young visitors. Within her studies, she carried out research in
migrations, political anthropology, historical anthropology and rituals in transformation.
Intangible heritage is also one of the main topics of her professional activity. She has been
President of the Croatian ICOM National Committee (2010-2013) and Treasurer of ICME
(ICOM). At present she is the Croatian representative in the ŽIVA award competition for the
best Slavic museum and a member of the Advisory Committee for intangible heritage of
Croatia. [EMA]

Andreja Rihter has strongly supported cultural heritage projects and
activities at the national, regional and international level - as the Minister of Culture in
Slovenia (2000-04) and former director of the Museum of Recent History, Celje, and through
other positions in national and European cultural organizations, including the European
Museum Forum (national correspondent); the Museums Association of Slovenia (president,
1998-2001); the Museology School of Celje, Slovenia (initiator and Head); ICOM-ICTOP
(board member (2007-, vice-chair 2010-); the Forum of Slavic Cultures (founding member
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and initiator, 2002-, president 2002-05)). More recently, the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe (chairperson of the Sub-Committee on Cultural Heritage, 2010–2012); the
European Museum Academy (president, 2009-); Hands On! International (vice-president,
2009-2011) and Member of Parliament of Slovenia (2008-2011). [EMA]

Margherita Sani has a degree in Literature and Philosophy (University of
Bologna) and an MA in Museums and Galleries Administration (City University, London).
She works in Italy at the Istituto Beni Culturali of the Region Emilia-Romagna, where she is
in charge of international projects – in particular on museum education, lifelong learning and
intercultural dialogue – and organises international training events in the museological field.
She co-ordinated the EU funded Network ‘LEM – The Learning Museum’ and has led
several other European projects, many of which have been identified as best practice. Since
2008 she has been on the executive board of NEMO (Network of European Museum
Organisations). She has edited various publications on museum education and lifelong
learning, intercultural dialogue and quality in museum work. She is chair of judges for the
Children in Museums Award. [EMA]

Veronica Sekules is Director of GroundWork Gallery, a new space in
King’s Lynn in Norfolk, specialising in contemporary art and environment. She was formerly
Head of Education & Research and Deputy Director for the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts
at the University of East Anglia, where she was responsible for developing and managing
learning and research programmes, educational events and conferences, artists’ projects
and residencies, outreach and training with students, schools, teachers and the public. She
has worked extensively on international educational programmes and consultancies in many
countries. She directed a Culture of the Countryside project, funded by the Heritage Lottery
Fund from 2008-2011, about which she is now writing a book, and was one of the editors for
World Art, a journal published from 2011 by Routledge. She trained as an art historian, has
an MA in education and is an active educational researcher and writer specialising in the
Middle Ages and 20th-century art, and is widely published in these areas. [HOI!]

Leigh-Anne Stradeski has been Chief Executive of Eureka! The National
Children’s Museum for the past 15 years. Prior to that she was Executive Director of the
London Regional Children’s Museum in London, Ontario for seven years and held senior
level positions in communications, marketing and fundraising in the tertiary health care and
higher education sectors. She holds an MPA from the University of Western Ontario and a
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BA from the University of Alberta. Leigh-Anne has held positions on boards and advisory
committees in arts, culture and museums on both sides of the Atlantic. She is a board
member of the Association of Science and Discovery Centres – UK, a member of the
partnership board of Sheffield University’s Centre for the Study of Childhood and Youth, and
an advisor to the Save Childhood movement. She is Past-President of Hands-On
International and a past trustee of the Association of Children’s Museums. Leigh-Anne was
awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Education from Leeds Beckett University in 2014 and an
Inspiration Award from Calderdale Community College in 2010. [HO!I]

Petra Zwaka is a historian and museologist who, over the past 30 years has
designed numerous exhibitions and projects on Berlin history, interdisciplinary research
projects on the subject of diversity in museums education, outreach and educational
programmes and (inter-) national conferences. She is the author of several books and
articles on local history and museums education. Since 1991 she was the Director of two
regional history museums and different memorial sites in the Berlin district TempelhofSchöneberg. In 2011 she was given the additional responsibility as the Head of Cultural
Affairs in the district, including the municipal art galleries and programming. As an advocate
for the benefits of exploring history with children and young people through methods of
experiential and interactive learning strategies, she brought the Jugend Museum (Youth
Museum) to life (1994), as an integral part of the regional Schöneberg Museum. One of her
main research topics there is on intercultural dialogue and participation in museums as well
as the question of how a museum for children and young people can become a socially
responsible institution. [HO!I]
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APPENDIX THREE

PREVIOUS WINNERS OF THE AWARD

2012

Tropenmuseum Junior, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

2013

Please Touch Museum, Philadelphia, USA

2014

National Gallery of Denmark (SMK), Copenhagen, Denmark

2015

Lifetime Achievement Awards were awarded to:
ZOOM Kindermuseum, Vienna, Austria
Boston Children’s Museum, Boston, USA

2016

GeoFort, Herwijnen,The Netherlands

2017

National Museum of Science and Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
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